
 
  



  



Sermon Notes – October 2, 2016 
8 Dumb Things Smart Christians Believe: 

Christians Shouldn’t Judge 
Matthew 7 

Big Idea: _____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 

Application: _________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________



Bible Reading Plan 
2016-17 Bible Reading Plan  

OT, NT & Poetry: Week 40 

 Monday 
• 1 Samuel 6-7 
• Luke 22:54-71 
• Proverbs 2:1-9 

 Tuesday 
• 1 Samuel 8-9 
• Luke 23:1-16 
• Proverbs 2:10-22 

 Wednesday 
• 1 Samuel 10 
• Luke 23:17-25 
• Proverbs 3:1-12 

 Thursday 
• 1 Samuel 11-12 
• Luke 23:26-43 
• Proverbs 3:13-35 

 Friday 
• 1 Samuel 13:1-14:23 
• Luke 23:44-56 
• Proverbs 4:1-11 

Discussion Questions 
• What insights about the topic of judging did you find the most helpful? Most 

challenging? Why? 

• Prior to this message how would you have responded to the statement 
“Christians shouldn’t judge”? Why? 

• How has the modern definition of ‘tolerance’ impacted our culture? The church? 
Us? 

• How do the following passages teach us to judge/evaluate properly? 
 
1 Corinthians 5:9-13 
 
 
 
 
Galatians 1:6-9 
 
 
 
 
2 Thessalonians 3:14-15 
 
 

• What are topics where God is silent but we 
judge/evaluate? What is dangerous about 
making rules where God has made none? 

• What are some guidelines from the message 
or the scripture you’ve discussed for 
judging/evaluating others? 



Monday – Otherwise Intelligent 
By Kel Cunard 

“Judge not, that you be not judged” Matthew 7:1 

    Why do people believe what they believe? If we were defending our personal 
beliefs, we would likely say they are based on reason, facts and at least slightly 
above average intelligence. After all, we have to at least appear to be humble.  
    However, if we were attempting to make sense of the beliefs of others, we 
might be at a loss for words. We can detect the momentary lapses in the reason 
in other people, but we have no idea how those who are otherwise intelligent 
arrived at their quirky beliefs. The National Science Foundation publishes a 
biennial report on America’s peculiar beliefs: “30 percent of adult Americans 
believe that UFOs are space vehicles from other civilizations; 60 percent believe 
in ESP; 40 percent think that astrology is scientific; [and] 32 percent believe in 
lucky numbers.” You probably know someone who would vote yes on more than 
one of these topics.  
    We may not share the beliefs of these respondents, but we don’t always 
arrive at conclusions that are any more reasonable. Most of the time, our beliefs 
and assumptions are shaped by less than reliable forces. Variables such as life 
experience and educational background shape our personality and preferences. 
These factors combine with numerous social, cultural and familial influences to 
lead us to our beliefs. When our beliefs come in contact with the world, we tend 
to engage in a phenomenon known as confirmation bias – we confirm what we 
already believe and ignore or rationalize away any contradictory facts.  
    This is how we fall prey to spiritual urban legends. No matter how intelligent 
we otherwise may be, we can ignore a great many factors in order to cling to 
some dumb and destructive beliefs. In his book Ten Dumb Things Smart 
Christians Believe, pastor and author Larry Osborne writes  

   History is filled with examples of otherwise intelligent people who acted 
upon amazingly goofy assumptions – and paid a high price for doing so. 
We, as Christians, aren’t immune. Even a highly moral, deeply sincere, 
smart Christian, with the best theological pedigree, has no guarantee of 
protection from the consequences of a bad decision based on flawed 
assumptions. I like to put it this way: the wisdom of Solomon + inaccurate 
facts or faulty assumptions = a fool’s decision. 

    Over the next few weeks, we are going to confront several dumb things that 
even otherwise intelligent Christians believe. The most important truth behind all 
of these misguided beliefs, a fact we all too often ignore, is that God never said 
to believe them. 
    This week we turn our attention to the notion that Christians should never 
judge. Read Matthew 7. Not only is this widely-held belief contrary what Jesus 
said; to never judge at all would be an overt act of disobedience. To be an 
effective Christ-follower, we have to know when and how to judge. And the best 
place to start is by turning our attention to the “log in our own eye.” Ask the Lord 
to help you effectively judge the validity of your beliefs and the condition of your 
heart.  



Tuesday – Plank-O-Pride 
By Keith Thomas 

“Finally, all of you, have unity of mind, sympathy, brotherly love,  
a tender heart, and a humble mind.” 1 Peter 3:8 

    Bending down to pull weeds in a flower bed one Saturday afternoon, I was 
suddenly caught off guard by a sharp pain in my left eye.  The pain and shock 
sent me to my knees.  I assumed it was a speck of dirt, or a gnat, but upon 
further review, the culprit turned out to be the stem of a dead plant.  It was 
skinny, straight as an arrow, and pointing directly at me which made it difficult to 
see.  The direct jab to my eyeball caused severe irritation, and before the day 
was done, my eye was completely swollen shut (picture Rocky Balboa’s eye 
after a bout with Apollo Creed).  By the time I was able to see a doctor, two days 
later, the swelling was gone and my eye showed no signs of injury.  The doctor’s 
only explanation, “The eye heals quickly” and his prescription was, “Next time, 
wear safety goggles.” 

    Jesus was a master at using everyday items and events to teach Biblical 
truths. Matthew 7 is a perfect example of 
this.  The objects were eyeballs and 
wood.  The message was judgment. Jesus 
wasn’t giving a lesson on eye care, but he 
was saying I care about how you view 
others.  I care about inappropriate attitudes 
that are way too critical for anyone’s good. I 
care about your heart.  

    Our society has come to believe that it’s politically incorrect to pass judgment.  
It says we should be more tolerant of people and the issues of the day. Hebrews 
5:14 says, “But solid food is for the mature, for those who have their powers of 
discernment trained by constant practice to distinguish good from evil.”  The 
Bible instructs us to discern right from wrong.  Scrutiny is needed to test the 
worth of something or someone.   

    Whether it’s a log or speck, sin blinds us to seeing things correctly. Jesus’ 
example in Matthew 7:1-5 teaches the importance of dealing with our own sins 
first. We can help others with the speck-o-sin in their lives only after we have 
humbly and gracefully dealt with the plank-o-pride in own. 

    Proper “eye care” comes with an attitude of I care more about my relationship 
with God and others than I do about myself. Healing and restoration comes from 
the heart when we use ‘God goggles’ to see people the way God sees them. Is 
it time to do some weeding? Be prepared. It will most likely bring you to your 
knees.  

Our society has 
come to believe 
that it’s politically 
incorrect to pass 
judgment. 



Wednesday – The Velvet Gavel 
By Nick Molick 

“Everyone then who hears these words of mine and does them will be 
like a wise man who built his house on the rock.” Matthew 7:24 

    Judging things is something we all do continually – sometimes consciously 
and other times unconsciously. We make judgments about people, places and 
things, and we judge other people’s motives, choices and lifestyles. However, in 
the current culture we have seen a strange shift that I have written about 
previously. We have seen a series of moral shifts that have led to moral 
reversals. These reversals have affected society in such a way that ideals and 
themes that were once heralded and championed as being good, moral and 
advantageous for our flourishing are now viewed by some as an anathema to 
the existence of a “just” and “tolerant” culture. 
    As believers in Christ, how are we to think about these things that have been 
changed before our eyes? We have seen more moral shifts and reversals than 
we ever could have imagined in our youth. How does God’s word guide us in 
this situation? As certain social mores change we are seemingly left on the 
outside looking in. If we do say something, we are told we are being judgmental. 
That is now a trigger word for Christians. When we are called judgmental many 
of us leave the battlefield of ideas as if the army behind us has left.  
    In this consternation regarding judgment we should find hope, freedom and 
responsibility. We are called to have a biblical hope in the teaching of Christ and 
the judgment He called us to use. Jesus continually spoke about judgment. He 
spoke about hell more than heaven, at an almost three to one ratio. I think He 
wanted us to know that there is judgment for all of us. But in our earthly context 
what should that judgment look like? How do we go about that and how do we 
live it out?  
    Through His teaching we see how Jesus calls us to be always discerning and 
judging things. That stands in stark contrast to the current society that we have 
no right to judge the beliefs and moral standard of others as if there are no 
universal spiritual truths or moral standards. Jesus’ teaching is quite different; 
Christ continually points to universal truths namely Himself along with how we 
are to navigate a society that is against our beliefs. 
    Judgment as an idea and a practice needs to be handled carefully, and a 
good guideline as to the degree of carefulness we should have about judgment 
is how do we judge ourselves? We are well aware that we boldly proclaim sin in 
our own lives, sometimes more boldly in the lives of others, but we never 
hesitate to show ourselves the mercy and grace that we want from God. We are 
told by others that Christians shouldn’t judge, and that is a fallacy. We are called 
to judge. We just need to judge with the same velvet covered gavel that we 
apply to our own lives. 
    How does the judgment you apply to yourself affect how you judge others? 
When you compare that judgment over and against the biblical standard of 
judgment, how does it measure up? What steps can you take this week to judge 
all things more like Jesus calls us to?  



Thursday – How Shall We Live? 
By Cathy Slusser 

“Commit your way to the Lord.” Psalm 37:5 

    A movie released this year called Me Before You promoted assisted suicide. 
The main character is Will, a young, prominent businessman, once very active, 
mountain climbing, skiing. He is injured when hit by a motorcycle accident while 
walking to work. Will becomes a quadriplegic, paralyzed from the neck down.  
Will unsuccessfully tries to commit suicide and promises his parents that he will 
wait six months and then, if he still wants to end his life, they will take him to an 
assisted suicide facility.  

  The story is told by Louisa, a young woman hired to help him and to also give 
him reasons to live. Despite Louisa’s best efforts, Will goes through with his 
suicide plans saying as much as he loves Louisa, she is not enough to make 
him choose to continue living in such pain, both physically and emotionally. The 
book ends with everyone agreeing, understanding and supporting Will’s 
decision.  

    The movie was an intense contrast to a funeral I attended a few months ago 
for a dear woman who suffered with Alzheimer’s before she died.  We 
celebrated her life and the faith, affection and kindness that she held onto even 
when her mind failed her.  If anyone might have an excuse for suicide, it might 
be ones who learn they have this soul sucking disease that causes them to 
forget all the people and experiences that once made them happy. Yet, Claire 
continued to live, and beyond mere existence to bless the people around 
her.  Her family witnessed to the many times that Claire failed to recognize 
them, but still prayed for them with fervor and compassion. What we would have 
missed had Claire’s life ended before her body naturally faded!  

    Our world tells us that we should not judge those 
who chose to give up when life gets hard. In fact, we 
should accept their choice. However, that line of 
thinking ignores the fact that God is in charge and 
knows what is best for us. I read a statement this week 
that suffering is the labor pains of joy. God can use 
even the hardest of circumstances to bring joy into this 

darkened world. How grateful I am to have known Claire and her family and 
hear their inspiring testimonies about her life. When we make choices based 
upon our limited earthly knowledge, we forget to consider God’s plan for our life.  

    

 Read Psalm 37. List all the ways that God tells us to live our life that contrast 
with current wisdom of the world. How many ways are you following God’s plan 
for you and how many ways are you following the world’s wisdom?   

Suffering is 
the labor 
pains of joy. 



Friday – Bearing with One Another in Love 
By Mackenzie Hoopingarner 

“Let all that you do be done in love.” 1 Corinthians 16:14 

    The culture of our country is progressively becoming more and more 
“politically correct,” a term that is used to describe language, policies, or 
measures intended not to offend or disadvantage any particular group of people. 
Culture says we must not offend, and we must not judge if we want to reach the 
unreached. However, the Gospel is quite offensive, and often times our efforts 
at leading others to Christ can come across as very judgmental and 
condemning. So how do we share the Gospel of Christ in a culture that is 
against offense? How do we share the good news of Jesus without being 
judgmental and condemning? 
    I’m still learning how to do this as well. Just last week I sent a very heated 
email to a man I do not know, who is in a pastoral position preaching his own 
doctrine and law, belittling the Bible, and leading many to believe that what he 
teaches is true. In my email I basically told him that he is a blasphemer who is 
going to hell, and that I’m praying for his ministry to dissolve – setting free the 
people within it to the real truth of who God is. Harsh, right? I thought that my 
actions were okay and completely justifiable. However, you and I are not 
someone else’s Holy Spirit. While that is true, it also does not mean we are to sit 
back and watch those we care about make mistake after mistake after mistake. 
But do you see what I said there? Someone we care about, someone who is 
close to us – that we have a relationship with.  
    Was this man in the wrong? Of course! But so was I. I do not know this man 
and he definitely doesn’t know me. Therefore, I am not in a place to rain down 
my opinion and correction upon him. So often we do that don’t we? We shove 
our judgments, and opinions onto people we don’t even know. When we do that, 
are we doing it out of a place of love, or condemnation? 
    In my example, I pointed out this man’s sins from a place of hatred for his 
actions and bitterness towards him. That’s because I don’t know him! He has no 
significance in my life. However, if a friend is living in sin somehow, when I 
correct them it comes from a place of love and concern over their life, and vice 
versa. See the difference? When it comes to sharing the Gospel, or sharing 
about the Lord and His statutes, I believe we should check our motives. Why are 
we doing it? Is it out of frustration for their actions? Is it because we think we are 
better than them and they need to be like us? I know I’ve been tempted to do 
this before. I just gave you one personal example out of many, clearly I’m 
definitely not very good at this myself.  
    The Gospel needs to be shared and God has given us the task to spread it. 
But He also called us to do everything in love (1 Cor 16:14). The Gospel is 
precious and sacred and must be spoken from a heart full of love and 
compassion for the salvation of another soul, not from the stance of trying to 
better them to our standard. There are so many broken and hurting people in 
this world who need a Savior. Do you think they want anything to do with Him 
when we are rude, bigoted, and unforgiving? Spend some time this morning 
asking God to search your heart. Ask Him to point out and remove the 
condemnation and the judgment from within you, replacing it with compassion, 
love and wisdom in correcting. “Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, 
bearing with one another in love.” Ephesians 4:2.  



Weekend – Forgive and Forget? 
By Kel Cunard 

“...forgiving each other; as the Lord has forgiven you...” Colossians 3:13 

    “The first to apologize is the bravest. The first to forgive is the strongest. The 
first to forget is the happiest.” The author of this quote is not known, but many of 
you have probably seen it. It’s a meme-worthy statement you’ve likely 
encountered over and over again on social media, but is it true? In order to be 
happy, do we always have to forgive and forget? 

    On the list of dumb things smart Christians believe lies a particularly insidious 
statement that goes something like this: “genuine forgiveness requires literally 
forgetting what happened.” The misguided belief behind this statement has 
caused injury on both sides of an offense. The injured believes such forgetful 
forgiveness is impossible and remains captive to their bitter chains. The offender 
has the unreasonable expectation that there will be no consequences for their 
transgression and assumes their slate will be completely wiped clean.  

    Neither perspective is healthy, but they both stem from a misunderstanding of 
forgiveness, a misunderstanding that is messing up way too many lives. Read 
Colossians 3:12-17 and join us this weekend as we explore how we can truly 
forgive as we have been forgiven.   

Pray for the World: Guinea 
   The Republic of Guinea is home to more than 10 million people, but less than one 
percent of them are Evangelical Christians. The West African nation has seen major 
improvements in the last 30 years. Its relative stability has provided refuge for other 
nationalities fleeing strife and war in their own countries. Religious liberty has 
progressively eroded, but there are more than 30 evangelical missions on the 
ground in Guinea. Out of more than 40 people groups, only a handful still have no 
church planting effort, and almost all of them number less than 10,000. The 
increase in work among Muslim peoples is particularly encouraging. 

   The Christian population is still a small minority and concentrated in Conakry and 
the southeast forests. Pray that their influence might be toward Spirit-led godliness, 
outward focus and genuine unity. Over 37 peoples are still unreached; pray for their 
evangelization. (taken from operationworld.org) 

Prepare for Worship 
   As you prepare your heart for worship this Sunday, read Psalm 140 and rest in 
the protection of the Lord. 
 



  



 
 
 

 


